
An Infallible Mind 

The very notion of infallibility, as a concept on its own, in general, is a contentious issue with some individuals, let alone 
the notion of an infallible mind.  

However, in Shia Islam, we find that, based on the standards Allah س presents in the Holy Quran , i.e. per His س  Sublime 1

Wisdom, nothing less than an infallible mind is worthy and/or capable of guiding mankind onto the Path of Salvation that 
Allah, The Beneficent and The Merciful, has determined.  

But, if such a mind exists, i.e. if Allah س has created such a mind, what outstanding qualities does it have, and what are 
the wondrous abilities that it possesses?  

Believe it or not, there is a precise and clear answer to such questions, and all we have to do is to take a quick look at 
some revolutionary discoveries made by man, and compare them to one succinct hadith from our 6th Imam, Jafar al-Sadiq 
  .ع

To begin, we start by noting that one of the discoveries that revolutionized human thought is the development of 
Astrology: the knowledge of the stars, and the planets, and their movements through the signs of the zodiac.  

It is a matter of historical fact that many cultures and civilizations, such as the Aztecs, Incas, Greeks, Egyptians, etc., 
made observations of the night sky, and that doing so eventually lead them to invent calendars and various techniques 
which helped their societies maximize food production and agricultural yields, and also to perform rites of worship/
religious rituals. In short, in return for the acute observations that they made of the heavens, their communities thrived 
and prospered.  

Over time, the charts and maps which those societies had developed became more and more accurate as succeeding 
generations and groups adopted, modified, and refined them. The movements of the sun, the moon, and the planets, were 
always an important component in all the calculations the ancient people, and their successors, ever did.  

For example, they realized that, by tracking the Sun, they could more accurately tell when night time would end and, 
therefore, when the new/next day began, as can be seen in invention of the hourglass and the sundial, both of which 
which lead to the concept of time we now take for granted; By tracking the moon, they could generate lunar calendars, 
which, eventually, also helped them to keep track of high-tide and low-tide, especially when sailing ships and building 
harbours, etc., and they also learned to navigate the oceans using star-charts; By tracking the moon and the  planets, they 
felt they could determine someone’s luck/fortune, something some people still believe in even today, but which is now 
mostly seen as “for entertainment purposes only.”  

What is most important to note about all these societies and the developments that they made, i.e. throughout the history 
of man, is that, based on the consistencies in what they saw, all of them held the belief that the Earth was at the centre 
of the universe. This is what is called the Geocentric Model of the Universe. This model was accepted and adopted up until 
the invention of the telescope.  

Once the telescope was invented, circa 1600 CE, and as primitive in form as it may have been at that time, and as basic as 
it may have been in its function/magnification, that humble gadget is what has now become noted in our collective 
consciousness as the tool by which mankind made a revolutionary new discovery: that the Sun, and not the Earth, was the 
actual center (of our solar system)!  

This fundamentally changed human thought, and stomped out some religious beliefs because the clergy of those religions 
could not dispute the bogus foundations on which their religion(s) were based: They could not dispute the new 
Heliocentric Model that the telescope helped to establish. So, just how did the telescope help do this? One of the 
“oddities” that the telescope brought into focus was that of the varying phases of the planet Venus.  

Everyone knew about the Moon, and about the different phases that it went through as it travelled around the earth. What 
mankind now saw through the telescope was the fact that planet Venus also had similar phases that it went through!  

 see Holy Quran Ch. 33:33, Ch. 17:95, and Ch. 4:591



But, due to some peculiarities, there was no way anyone could say that the phases of Venus were due to any possibility 
other than the fact that Venus went around the Sun; This is what caused those phases to appear on Venus. The new 
thinking, based on the Heliocentric Model, also cleared up the perplexingly “backward motion” Mars displayed from time 
to time, and for which many ancient astronomers/astrologers had gone above-and-beyond to try explaining/accounting 
for, as best as they could, with the understanding that they had at the time, only to see it get debunked based on the 
Heliocentric Model.  

In this way, because of the progression and development mankind had made, the Heliocentric Model forced us to redraw 
our star charts, reconsider our logic, and come to terms with the fact that the Sun, and not the Earth, was the centre 
around which everything (in our solar system) revolved.  

All that has been said so far can be found in history books, and it has also become part of the standard material which we 
teach ourselves about so as to keep our societies moving forward-with open minds, of course-as we continue to make more 
and more discoveries, and increase human knowledge.  

But, still, as a species, we acquired all this astronomical knowledge in a very difficult way, and needless to say, getting 
this far has taken us, as a collective, a very, very long time. And, likewise, this long timeline also shows us that it was the 
work of many, many regular human beings, with fallible minds, that, eventually, got us to where we are now, here at 
present, in 2020 CE.  

So the question then becomes: how would things have played out if an infallible mind had looked up at that very same 
night sky, and at those very same stars, etc.? 

Among the many ahadith attributed to the Holy Prophet ص and his household ع, we have a short and sweet comment from 
our 6th Imam ع, Imam Jafer al-Sadiq ع, from when he ع was just 11years old, in which he ع says:   

“...the sun, during its course round the earth, passes through the 12 constellations in one year and remains in each 
constellation for 30 days, so why does it then disappear from sight during the night? It should remain visible in each 
constellation for 30 days...” (Mirza, 20)  2

If we get just the gist of what our Imam ع is saying, we realize the unimaginable power of his ع’s infallible mind: By using 
nothing more than the power of observation, as evidenced in the quote above, he ع is able to clearly envision the Sun as a 
yellow dot at the center of a “pinwheel” containing all the constellations, as well as the Earth, the moon, the planets, and 
all the stars in the sky! 

In terms of outstanding qualities and wondrous abilities, it is clear that the Imam ع’s ability to make such a precise and 
clear observation, in spite of all the challenges involved in looking up at a spotted-speckled sky, has to be appreciated.  

With some experience, we learn that constellations, ie. Taurus, Pisces, Scorpio,Orion, etc., which are groupings of stars in 
the sky, act like markers/points which help to divide up and to organize it into groupings. Once the sky is organized/
grouped off, it then becomes somewhat easier to spot and track freely moving spots/specks, including the moon and the 
planets, as they move around through/past those constellations.  

Even now, in 2020 CE, if we look up at the night sky with the naked eye, we will see that one planet moves only between a 
set group of constellations every few months in a short loop/path, while another has a wider wider loop/path, and moves 
only between a different group of constellations; Still other planets seem to continually loop around and around the Earth.  

The fact that the constellations also seem to keep moving around in a circle in the night sky also still makes figuring things 
out that much more challenging, and, without the use of computers and Astronomy apps, it is still difficult not to imagine 
anything other than the possibility that everything is moving around with the Earth as the center.  

But, once we do get our hands on an Astronomy app, the fact that heavens are a “pinwheel” with the sun at its center 
becomes crystal-clear, and it is at that point we realize just how profoundly outstanding and wondrous the Infallible Imam 
   !s mind truly is: it doesn’t need a computer or thousands of years of arduous labour to figure out the absolute truth’ع

 The Great Muslim Scientist Philosopher Imam Sadiq, author: Kaukab Ali Mirza2



To understand the substance of the Imam ع’s hadith, and thereby the character and merits of the unimaginable power of 
the infallible mind of Imam Jafer al-Sadiq ع, and by extension, also that of all 14 Infallibles, comprising of the Holy 
Prophet Mohammed ص and his blessed and pure household ع, we have to consider the following points: 

-Our 6th Imam ع lived between 700/702-765 CE.  

-The telescope was invented in the 1600s CE.  

->That is a difference of almost 900 years before the brains of our top-notch scientists/philosophers/clergy came to accept 
the Heliocentric Model. 

What is more astonishing is the fact that, even now, in 2020, which is almost 1260 years after the Imam ع’s time, the only 
way for us to even begin to appreciate the Imam ع’s words is to get/download an Astronomy app, and to play around with 
it. 

This is why, in Shia Islam we find that, according to the standards Allah س has set forth in the Holy Quran, i.e. per His س  
Sublime Wisdom, nothing less than an infallible mind will do where the Right of the Guidance of Mankind onto the Path of 
Salvation is concerned.  

This makes sense because Allah س did not just create the universe and all that it contains, He س is also The One who used 
His Sublime Wisdom to delineate His س rules and standards, per the verses found in the Holy Quran.  

Therefore, if only an infallible mind can understand the reality of the heavens-in terms of the absolute truth-then, by that 
fact alone-that same infallible mind is the only one capable of understanding the rules and standards that Allah س has set 
in the Holy Quran, in terms of the absolute truth. This is because Allah س, through His Sublime Wisdom, created both the 
universe, with all its nuances, as well as the Holy Quran! 

This is why, in Shia Islam, we say that nothing less than an infallible mind is worthy and/or capable of guiding mankind 
onto the Path of Salvation that Allah, The Beneficent and The Merciful, has determined. 

Along with a Happy Father’s Day wish to the all the Dads out there, sending you a heartfelt Salaam, 

Your Brother in Fatih, 

SMH Razvi 
Shaw. 29, 2020/June 21  


